
ENGAG ING  IN

MUS IC  WITH  BABY !

A  M A M A ' S  G U I D E  T O

Bounce Your Baby to the Beat!

Bouncing

your baby to the beat helps them develop

a sense of internal pulse and rhythm –

and it can be so fun! Cradle them and rock

them to the beat; prop them

up on your knee and bounce them (if they

can hold up their head); or put them on

their two feet and help them bounce to

the beat this way! Steady beat is the first

thing we work on when a child enters my

elementary music classroom. Steady beat

is what holds all music together!

By  Mary  Ard ing ton  Spe r l i n e

Make Eye Contact!

Eye contact is such a wonderful tool in

developing a mama-baby bond. Music

time is a great time

to engage in eye contact with your baby.

They thrive on seeing your facial

expressions and making eye contact with

you and intentionally doing this can

help YOU feel more connected to them.



Tickles + Physical Interaction!

Another

delightful bonding tool! Gently tickle your

baby’s feet, tickle up their arms

and legs, tickle their tummies and under

their chin! You can also wiggle their

fingers and toes or move their arms and

legs to the beat. This might make them

giggle and it might make you giggle too!

There is nothing better than laughing with

your baby.

Mimic Sounds!

If they squeal or make a sound - repeat it

back to them! This strategy helps them

develop their singing voices/pitch-

matching skills as well as their

speaking skills. Speaking to your baby in a

high-pitched voice/mimicking their

little sounds is something known as

“mother-ese” and is so beneficial for your

little one’s development!

HELPFUL  T IPS



Call a friend or family member

on video chat and sing songs with

them and your baby!

This can help YOU if you are feeling

isolated and overwhelmed and will help

your

friends and family members feel bonded

and connected to your baby. Reminisce

about favorite songs and bands you have

in common. Your child will love hearing

these songs and memories as they grow!

Put on your favorite song or

musician and sing + dance with

your baby or toddler! 

One of my favorite childhood memories

was putting on my parents' records and

dancing around the living room with

them. You can start this activity from day

one with your baby! My parents and I still

look back on those memories fondly and

listen to those same records together.

ACT IV ITY  IDEAS



ACT IV ITY  IDEAS

Make up songs to narrate your

motherhood

experience. 

You can use the tune of a song

you already know or make up a new tune!

This can be a great way to express joy

and it can be a cathartic/self-soothing

strategy if you are experiencing frustration

or overwhelm. Once in a class, a mother

made up a song to the tune of ‘Wheels on

the Bus’ that went, “Mommy’s shirt is

covered in spit, covered in spit, covered

in spit! Why do you puke on Mommy’s

shirt, all day long?” The vibration of our

singing voices can naturally calm and

soothe our bodies.

I hope you enjoy bonding with your

baby through music using these

tricks and tips! If you are struggling

to connect with your baby or

feeling low/depressed, there is

absolutely no shame in reaching

out for more help. Talk to your

doctor, midwife, pediatrician, or

therapist today. They are there to

support you without shame or

stigma.


